
Provider Conference May 29, 2024
Evaluation for the Session: The Homelessness Response Action Plan: Renewing our
community response to homelessness

Please let us know how you would rate the following statements about this session, from 1
(Fully Disagree) to 5 (Fully Agree). Please leave the response blank if it doesn't apply to you.







(optional) Please share your additional comments about what you appreciated or found valuable
in this session
20 responses

● The presenters were engaging and had a good understanding of the topic they shared. It
was a great experience.

● It was nice to be able to submit questions during the opening session.
● I appreciated that actual data was shown as well as the books that were on each table

for us to look through.
● It was good to see that JOHS has a well-rounded understanding of gaps in our system

and the needs we have as providers
● It seemed mostly designed for JOHS to hear from service providers, which I appreciate.
● I think it was a good idea to present the HRAP to providers that may not have read it or

been aware of it. I would have liked even more full coverage of its goals! I've read the full



report and would have liked more complete discussion on its many areas of
improvement, most of which impact providers. Im glad we had ample time for questions,
though I was disappointed that even though I was one of the first people to turn in a
question card, with 3 questions, none of my questions were given to the presenter and
thus not asked or answered -- despite what seemed like "down time" between questions
where we were waiting for more cards to be provided. I understand that there is a plan to
more fully answer all questions in an email to attendees -- I hope this happens! I also
know that sometimes plans like that fall through afterward, so I worry I won't get the
answers I'm waiting for. But I really appreciated the presentation and all the work that
went into planning this conference, thanks again!

● I thought the conference was well organized and I LOVED the breakout sessions. The
9:30-10:45 session was very interesting. My coworkers and I were absolutely dismayed
at how the folks who were gathering question cards from the audience were cherry
picking which ones to hand to the speaker. I was one of the first to hand in a card and
she read it and placed it on the table, and it sat there. No other question was asked liked
the one I asked. I say all this because the questions asked in this survey are if all my
questions were answered. The answer is NO. And the display at which questions were
asked in the first session were embarrassing. Two white women picking out what
questions they handed to the speaker. The breakout sessions were amazing. The
speakers hung out after each session and spoke with the members of the audience. I
really appreciated the day and the efforts it took to put it together. Thank you so much.

● Navigating barriers
● Needed more time for Q&A
● As the presenter highlighted, the ability to have meaningful discourse within the session

was extremely limited.
● Someone at my table asked a questions with the note cards but they did not get a

answer or any response
● Variety of information provided by the panelists
● n/a
● I appreciated the connection I was able to make with another direct service provider that

I may be to refer clients to in the future.
● I appreciated learning that the plan is to have no one from jails/prisons or hospitals

exiting to the street by 2026.
● Very organized, helpful information. Challenging format with one presenter and dozens

of providers. Questions on notecards was a bit clunky, but a lot better than nothing.
● The registration booth was near my table and it was very loud. Hard to hear/focus on

Ryan
● Appreciated the opening session alot.
● We color coded pictures, we could color code name tags for “shelter” “mental health” etc.

more specific and direct time to network.
● I really appreciated this overview.



(optional) Please share any recommendations for how to improve our ability to discuss and
collaborate on this topic
15 responses

● I do not have any suggestions at this time.
● More collaboration / small group work could be helpful. More sessions about practical

implementation stuff (like the barriers to housing re: expungement) -- high level stuff is
interesting for advocacy, but the tangible stuff on how to help navigate systems and
barriers is useful for direct service staff.

● I wish there was more take home material to share with other team members that could
not attend. I also which there was more conversation directed at client facing as it felt
like most of the conference was focused on higher ups.

● This is not a comment on the presentation, more a reflection on the challenges, we
would love to know next steps on how we are going to reach the goals the presenter
outlined.

● In the future, I would enjoy more workshops.
● It would have been cool to have been given suggested reading ahead of the conference!

I know the HRAP is long, but I also think its really important that as many providers
become familiar with it as we can get. Then discussion/break out groups could have
been utilized to discuss what we might like to see different in the HRAP/future plans. I
realize not everyone would have the time/bandwidth to have read it ahead of time, but it
would at least be on peoples radars to get to eventually.

● Allow more time for Q&A
● Include all questions from all collaborators not just the ones that one narrative
● Let's have routine presentations to touch base with the community
● I'm still confused on the topic, so clarifying that could be helpful. I think getting more

specific with the goals of the conference and working to reach them in creative ways
would be helpful. I'd be interested to join the planning committee (if there is one) to work
more on things.

● Include more people of color as speakers in main panels.
● Some small group conversation/ networking would have been helpful.
● have registration in the hall with the doors to the ballroom closed
● For the Q&A, it might have been helpful to also have a JOHS team member present to

help with relevant questions.
● I think it would have been cool to have some structured conversations at our tables

about the HRAP


